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I sure loved

That lady artist In this issue: Bryn Fortey

She smoothed Bart Solarczyk, Valli Poole,

My edges J.D.Nelson and Me.

Gave me culture

I gave her Bird Website Boss Babe: WIP

And bebop cats Angela Musser

Gave her reality

Which was no gift Raven and Coyote both thank you

But always was for reading and hope you enjoy it.

My cross to bear

Sharing the cost with

Brinley Biddescombe

Smoking cigarettes

By the old schoolyard

The school is gone

Maybe Brinley too

It took 30+ years

To kick the

Smoking habit

I was going

To be a writer

Weaver of words

Teller of tales

A habit I have

Never kicked

Nor wanted to

At least with that

I’m still smoking



Bart Solarczyk

The Three Stooges In Heaven

Moe doesn’t look like Hitler

& Larry’s downright handsome

Curly spins on a cloud

nyuk, nyuk, nyuk

there is no Shemp.

Those Simple Yesterdays

I dream you entering the room

smiling with a sandwich

all those simple yesterdays

believing there would always be tomorrow.

Frankenstein

Beer good

beer my friend

drinking beer

with the monster

a patchwork

with few words

but he makes

a lot of sense.

The Poems Will Save Me

The poems will save me

the words will lift

my head above grief

but how to believe

the poems will save me

when it’s all so sad?



Valli Poole          4 poems

Happy Birthday

you tell me that the thickening of my waist

reveals my true age

I know that!

I hope you regret airing that observation.

you know I love passing time,

I know it has to run its course.

We can breathe

with the return of free will,

like we felt when we were children.

A river knows free will

an ocean

a whipped-up wind

tides

earthy dust filled air

regret.

Despite the thickening there is still

time.

*

the trees are on edge.

as a slight breeze whips into a fury,

they thrash about like its springtime, in autumn.

seeking something lost, the

security of leaves perhaps.

I lay still as a corpse

my breaking eyes closed,

ear to earth.

I have ceased listening to myself

eves stropping on underground conversations.

respite -

losing myself in

the stories of others.

I'd happily die in this moment.



*

the day caresses me.

leaves are quietly falling.

while everything else is in chaos -

I looked at you

my imperfect creation

soft, touched by nature, me,

my past, my present and future

eyes open

ears alert to the whisper's creek water makes

and wind in the tops of autumn trees.

this day emerging

beneath a sun thawing

overnight dew and

heartache.

*

birds struggle

breath laboured.

sudden gusts of wind toss

two crested cockatoos

ravaged by virus

beaks over-grown

their once feathered garments balding threads.

storm cloud gathers high above a day

sulking in grief.

trees bent like fallen grave markers,

and underneath ravens scratch at

familiar hiding places searching for the stash

hidden months ago.

for the tough times of life.



J. D. Nelson

earth y. h.

canned goods

in the dark

crüe rock

sans the first hoper

the cool lion now

the friend of ice

this is the danish sweets station

this is the forest dune

need that worm boat

need that potato

1,300 dollars an hour

the meal of the sun

stuck hum

the sun, a blue ball

the grape earth

a spiral photo

mark ii, the reg

this eternal oink

this picketry

a lion of meat

the red angry green

crouching saturn

room for that yetter

when the grogan speaks

we summit the barn cavey

earth is the biting hundred

a learning owl is helping



failing to reach the hat wearers of the fourth dimension of lubbock

on the fifth day of august my true love gave to me

a sun bar of tucks and hershey’s

the bird bank is beeping like a volcano

slide thru the wall like a new orange snake

earth has the pigplatter

look out – it’s a massacre of the beasts!

you were the pirate at the top of the pole, huh?

what made you come down?

a silent film for one

a pizza and its crust would do

Tom Blessing

Becca

Taking a clean sheet of paper Becca began to write.

I was always a fool when it came to believing you. Like Charlie Brown, Lucy, and the

football.  I suppose in the beginning it was optimism that things would get better.

Please. Forgive me for staying after you had left.  Tick! Tick! Tick!  Your clock ran down

long before mine. You knew. And yet, perhaps it was one of the few acts of kindness you

ever showed me. You stayed until I figured it out for myself and then you were gone.

She put her pen down and laughed quietly as she folded the paper, put it into an

unmarked envelope. and placed it with the others.


